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are you ready to get lost in the tropical island of lost world? theres so much mystery here that you
just have to take a look around to find out. you are a castaway, stranded on this tropical island with
your friends amy, frank, tommy, and ali, who are all stuck on this island together. to survive, you
must hunt wild animals, fish, or just collect fruit to survive. you will also have to keep your group of
adventurers safe, and you can solve the mysteries and traps around the island. the more you play,
the more the island will become your home. explore all the areas, and show your wit. then you will
surely get out of this island. can you get off this island? the island is currently a no-go zone for the
rescued castaways. but you can still help them by hunting wild animals, fish, or just collect fruit to
survive. you will also have to keep your group of adventurers safe, and you can solve the mysteries
and traps around the island. the more you play, the more the island will become your home. explore
all the areas, and show your wit. then you will surely get off this island. yes, you have landed on this
tropical island of lost world. this is where you must survive until rescue. but, you must first solve all
the mysteries that will be waiting for you. you will have to hunt wild animals, fish, or just collect fruit
to survive. you will also have to keep your group of adventurers safe, and you can solve the
mysteries and traps around the island. the more you play, the more the island will become your
home. explore all the areas, and show your wit. then you will surely get off this island.
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